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The first paragraph of Peter Hodgson 's opening chapter on 'George Eliot's Religious 
Pilgrimage' outlines the conventional wisdom about George Eliot, that 'exposure to higher 
criticism' caused her to abandon 'the fervent evangelical faith of her youth and become a dis-
ciple of the "religion of humanity'" (the lower case letters of this last phrase indicating the 
problems she had with the dogmatism and sheer rigidity of Auguste Comte's official new reli-
gion). So far, so good. It is with the second sentence that he starts to go wrong: 'Thereafter, it 
is thought, she lost interest in religion and turned to the exploration of other subjects in her 
novels' . What responsible reader or critic of George Eliot ever thought this? It may be true, as 
Hodgson suggests, that recent biographies have shown more interest in questions of feminism 
and psychology than religion but that presumably reflects both a shift in modem sensibility 
(these are the questions that interest current readers) and a recognition on their part that the 
religious question had already been so fully covered. It is to Hodgson's credit that he asks new 
and interesting questions about the theological significance of Eliot's work; it is regrettable (as 
I hope to demonstrate) that his answers, along with his readings of Eliot's novels, are often 
unconvincing and unreliable. Few critics now believe that there is such a thing as a 'correct' 
reading but Hodgson succeeds in illustrating that it is still possible to come up with incorrect 
ones. 
Herbert Schlossberg, in the few pages devoted to George Eliot in his study of the 'religious 
revival' of the early nineteenth-century, reflects the critical consensus more accurately in 
noting that she chose the religion of humanity as 'the replacement for her evangelical heritage 
in order to supply the missing moral basis for her life' . He quotes Rosemarie Bodenheimer on 
the paradox that her 'rejection of Christian religious doctrine was undertaken in a militantly 
religious spirit, as a quest for truths worthy of God' , who remained in the much-quoted words 
supposedly uttered to F. W. H. Myers, 'inconceivable'. Hodgson rightly maintains that the 
apophatic theological tradition has always recognized this, teaching us to reject all images of 
God as at best anthropomorphic and at worst idolatrous. He is surely wrong in suggesting that 
Eliot's fictional oeuvre points towards the existence of a mysterious but nevertheless 'real' 
metaphysical entity for which the best name remains 'God' . 
Firstly, however, before explaining why I believe him to be wrong about this, I should record 
my gratitude to Professor Hodgson (and that of all George Eliot scholars) for his work on nine-
teenth-century theology in general and his magisterial edition of Eliot's translation of Strauss's 
Life aj Jesus. His understanding of Hegel, Schleiermacher and Feuerbach, as well as Strauss, 
inform this book, enabling him to distinguish, for example, between the 'feeling of utter .. . 
dependence' integral to Schleiermacher's thought and the looser understanding of religious 
feeling, evacuated of reference to any external object, characteristic of Feuerbach. Hodgson is 
able to inform us of the difference between Feuerbach's 'projectionist' critique of religion (as 
expounded in The Essence ajChristianity, the volume with which Eliot was most familiar) and 
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his later view that religion should embrace and worship nature. Both the opening chapter on 
'George Eliot's Religious Pilgrimage' and the final chapter on 'George Eliot and Post-modern 
Theology' are well worth reading for their understanding of the thinkers whom Eliot read and 
the later thinkers who have grappled with some of the same theological questions: how to 
maintain what remains of value in the Judaeo-Christian tradition while rejecting what Ricoeur 
has called its 'rotten ' elements, its appeal to selfish and even vindictive emotions (Feuerbach's 
negative critique). 
The problem with this book is in its middle chapters, its reading of Eliot 's novels. This, regret-
tably, is too often naive and inaccurate. It is all very well for Hodgson to disclaim any preten-
sion to literary criticism in the preface and to claim instead to be writing 'principally for non-
specialists' , therefore including 'summaries of each of the stories' . But these summaries are 
too often banal and inadequate: 'Then a strange thing happened,' he tells us of the sympathy 
with which Amos Barton is treated by his parishioners after his bereavement. 'So Dorothea 
went for a second time to Rosamund', we are told and even, 'Deronda faced a dilemma: he 
was in love with two women'. These are the kinds of sentences which all teachers of English 
are accustomed to cross out with red ink as unnecessary and inappropriate. It is surely the 
responsibility of any academic who engages in interdisciplinary activity to respect the basic 
principles of the subject onto whose area he or she 'trespasses' . In this case, moreover, there 
is the danger that Hodgson's interesting theological arguments will be ignored simply because 
some of his comments on the novels are so banal. 
As a Post-modern theologian, Hodgson is aware of the complexities of religious language, 
which makes it all the more irresponsible for him to state of 'The Sad Fortunes of the Rev. 
Amos Barton', a clear demonstration of the inefficacy of traditional theological language in 
comparison with the capacity of human beings to support and console each other, that 'God is 
at work in this story' . Hodgson has the nerve to rebuke Knoepflmacher in a footnote for sug-
gesting that Eliot, ' like her alleged mentor, set out to demolish the theological aspects of reli-
gion in order to advance her humanist fundamentals ' . He is similarly critical of Cunningham 
on Adam Bede, Bonaparte on Romola and Ashton on Daniel Deronda, all of whom offer much 
more persuasive accounts of the theological significance of these novels. To be fair, Hodgson 
engages in an informed and thorough discussion of Eliot's interest in Judaism as a religion that 
combines a sense of community and tradition with inner diversity and debate. But here, as in 
all his readings, he is too concerned to bring his own understanding of the function and sig-
nificance of traditional religious language into play at the expense of a disciplined attention to 
what George Eliot herself thought and wrote. This results in special pleading of the worst kind. 
It is an elementary principle of literary criticism and of the disciplined reading that it trains 
that we should guard against the temptation to read our own ideas back into the work of oth-
ers. Hodgson, I fear, for all his wisdom as a theologian, has broken this cardinal rule. 
Terence R. Wright 
University of Newcastle 
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